Malawi SCT Evaluation - Follow-up
Focus Group Guide
Beneficiaries

Thank you very much for coming to participate in this conversation. We are interested in learning about how the Mtukula Pakhomo program. During our conversation today we would like to ask only one person speak at a time so that we can capture everything that is said. Please also be respectful of everyone’s opinions; we can disagree but there are no right or wrong answers and everyone should feel free to express their opinions. Are there any questions before we begin?

1. To begin, imagine that I just arrived to this community and I know nothing about life here. How would you describe this community to me? What is it like to live here?

   Tangoganizirani, kuti ine ndi mlendo mdera lino, mungandiuzu chani za mdera lino? Fotokozani za dera lino? Mumakhala bwanji dera lino?
   - What do you like about this community?
     Ndi chiyani chimene mumakonda mudera lanu lino?
   - What don’t you like about this community?
     Nanga chimene sichikusangalatsani mudera lino n’chiyani?

2. What do you know about Mtukula Pakhomo program?

   Mukudziwapo chiyani pa za nkhani ya Mtukula Pakhomo?

3. How are the beneficiaries of the program identified?

   Kodi anthu amene amalandila ndalama mu ndondomekoyi amasankhidwa bwanji?
   - Tell me how you were identified?
     Nanga inuyo munasankhidwa bwanji?
   - Did anyone else have a different experience?
     Alipo amene anasankhidwa mu njira yosiyana ndi imene yanenedwayi?

4. How do you get the cash?

   Ndalamazi mumakatenga bwanji?
   - What happens during the cash distribution process?
     Chimachitika ndi chiyani mukapita kolandira ndalamazo?
   - Who is involved in the distribution?
Ndindani m’dera lino, amene amatenga nawo mbali pogawa ndalama?

- How do you know when to go get the cash?

Mumadziwa bwanji za nthawi kapena tsiku lokalandila ndalama?

- Do you get what you sign for?

kodi mumalandila ndalama zonse zomwe mumayenela kulandila?

- Do you get any guidance on how to spend the money?

Kodi mumalandira malangizo a momwe mukuyenera kugwiritsira ntchito ndalamazi?

- What are the penalties if you do not follow the guidance?

Chingachitike n’chiyani kwa yemwe satsatila malangizo amenewa?

5. How does the community feel about the beneficiaries?

kodi anthu a m’dera lino amakuwonani bwanji inu amene muli mu Mtukula Pakhomo?

- How do you feel about people knowing you are a beneficiary?

Nanga inu mumanva bwanji, anthu akamadziwa kuti mukulandira ndalama za Mtukula Pakhomo?

- How does one being a beneficiary affect relationships in the community?

Kodi kukhala mu Mtukula Pakhomo kwakhudza bwanji ma ubale ndi kuyanjana kwa anthu m’dera lino?

6. What are the challenges of the Mtukula Pakhomo program?

Ndizovuta zanji zimene zabwera chifukwa cha Mtukula Pakhomo?

7. How do you think the Mtukula Pakhomo could be improved?

Mukuwona ngati pachitike chiyani kuti Mtukula Pakhoma apite patsogolo?

8. Can you think of any additional services that would help to make the Mtukula Pakhomo have a greater impact?

Mungandiwuzeko za njira kapena zinthu zina zimene zingachitike kuti Mtukula Pakhomo apite pa tsogolo?

Do you have any other comments or suggestions about the Mtukula Pakhomo?

Muli ndi mafuso, kapena zowonjezera pa nkhani ya Mtukula Pakhomo?

Do you have any questions for me? Thank you very much for speaking with me.